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IIntroduction
|
The carotid sinus and its homologues are part of a physio-
logical mechanism which has three important functions. First,
this mechanism reflexly regulates the circulation. Second, it
I
reflexly regulates the respiration. Third, it reflexly main-
tains the normal tone of the heart, the vasomotor system and
the respiratory system.
The chief homologue of the carotid sinus is the arch of the
aorta, which is innervated by the aortic depressor nerve. Cyon
and Ludwig (1866) first described this nerve as a slender fila-
ment accompanying tne vagus and the cervical sympathetic nerve
in the rabbit. Wnen the central end of the aortic depressor
nerve was electrically stimulated, there occurred a decrease in
the heart rate and a fall in the general arteri«al blood pres-
sure. When the peripheral end of the same nerve was stimulated
no such effects occurred. Tnese observations have been con-
firmed many times and are now repeated as a routine laboratory
procedure in phfsiology.
Further experimental work has estaolished the fact that the
aortic arch contains receptors which are stimulated by changes
in the blood pressure and by the chemical content of the blood.
The receptors responding to pressure are called pressoreceptors
and those responding to chemical conditions are called chemo-
receptors. In general, stimulation of either set of receptors
results in three types of reflex. First, afferent impulses
i

pass to the cardiac center ana are relayed as efferent impulses
to the heart. Second, afferent impulses pass to the vasomotor
center and are relayed as efferent impulses to the blood ves-
sels. Third, afferent impulses pass to the respiratory center
and are relayed as efferent impulses to the muscles involved in
respiration. The afferent pathways consist of the sensory neu-
rones which compose the aortic depressor nerve. The efferent
pathways consist of the motor neurones, autonomic and cerebro-
spinal, which innervate the heart, blood vessels and respira-
tory muscles. (Figure 1).
Tne carotid sinus was described in man as early as 1811 by
Burns and has been consistently observed in the vertebrates.
It is a slight dilation of the internal carotid artery, near tn<j
bifurcation of the common carotid. Some of the early anato-
mists believed that the carotid sinus was the result of a pa-
tnological condition. Others thought that the internal carotid
had undergone retrogression and that the dilation was merely a
remnant. Schafer (1877) suggested the true origin of the caro-
tid sinus when he speculated that it might be a remnant of the
third oranchial arch. But the significance of this embryologi-
cal origin has only recently been pointed out.
i
In 1866, the same year In which the aortic depressor mecha-
nism was discovered, Tschermak called attention to a puzzling
phenomenon which had been noticed previously by a few observers.
Pressure with the finger applied to a man’s neck at the region
of the bifurcation of the common carotid artery resulted in a
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decrease in heart rate. Tschermak believed the slowing to be
due to direct mechanical stimulation of the vagus, and named
the phenomenon the "Vagusdruckversuch" . This idea persisted
for many years and the experiment was widely used clinically as
a test for vagal excitability.
A few years later Francois -Franck (1870) performed a series
of experiments leading to the concept that control of the blood
supply to the head is governed by the direct effect of altera-
tions in pressure on the centers in the medulla. These experi-
ments were confirmed by many authorities (Hedon, 1910; Heymans
and Ladon, 1925; Anrep and Segall, 1926). The concept of direct
effect on the centers became so firmly established that investi-
gators lost sight of the possibility of a reflex with its re-
s
ceptors within the vessels of the head itself. This is surpri-
zing considering the previous discovery of the aortic depressor
reflex and the recognition of its importance in reflexly regu-
lating the blood supply to the distribution of the aorta.
Furthermore, the carefully performed experiments of Sicilia-
no (1900) and Pagano (1900) which presented sound evidence for
a reflex mechanism went unnoticed. Pagano concluded, as a re-
j!
suit of clamping and releasing the common carotid artery and its
efferent branches, that the region nearest the bifurcation was
the source of a reflex which altered the heart rate upon change
of mechanical pressure within this region. Siciliano recognized
i
the importance of tnis reflex in supplying an adequate amount
of blood to the head and brain. However, their experiments
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In 1924, H. E. Hering demonstrated that stimulating either
the carotid sinus itself or the carotid sinus nerve resulted in
a reflex slowing of the heart and a fall in arterial blood pres-r
sure. "Ces faits experimentaux demontrerent done d T une maniere
peremptoire la sensibilite reflexogene du sinus et du nerf inter
carotidien et mirent en evidence d Tautre part que ie *Vagusdrucii
de Tschemak n*etait que ie ’Carotissinusdruck ' de K. S. Hering
—
E. Koch". (Heymans, Bouckaert, and Hegniers, 1933)
further experimental work has established the fact that the
carotid sinus contains both pressoreceptors and cnemoreceptors
.
when these receptors are stimulated, reflexes regulating the
heart, the blood vessels and the respiratory muscles occur just
as in the case of the receptors in the aortic arch. (Figure 1).
Closely associated with the carotid sinus is a small globose
structure,, which was described by Haller in 1743, and which has
!
' since undergone numerous changes in nomenclature corresponding
with the numerous speculations as to the origin and function.
It is now referred to as the carotid body or glomus caroticum
and is known to be a part of the carotid sinus mechanism. De
Castro (1926), (1928) made the anatomical studies which served
as the basis for the physiological investigations which have
shown that the chemoreceptors are located in the carotid body.
The significance of the carotid sinus and its homologues is
I
i best understood when they are examined from an evolutionary
point of view, Koch (1931) stated that the parts of the circu-
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latory system in which the pressoreceptors are located, are the
adult survivals of the primitive arterial system of the embryo.
Lutz and Wyman (19o2) found a cardio-inhibitory reflex in the
elasmobranch. The receptive area in this instance was quite
widespread among the gill vessels. Consequently the investiga-
tors believed that during the evolutionary process the receptive
areas became delimited to the carotid sinus and aortic arch,
both of which have been derived from the primitive gill arch
vessels
.
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Part I. Reflex responses to Changes in Blood Pressure.
The pressoreceptors, which are activated by changes in the
blood pressure, are located both in the arch of the aorta and
in the carotid sinus. Those pressoreceptors found in the arch
of the aorta are the terminations of the aortic depressor nerve.
Those found in the carotid sinus are the terminations of the
carotid sinus nerve.
The aortic depressor nerve is a branch of the vagus. In the
rabbit, it is a slender nerve which accompanies the vagus and
H cervical sympathetic. In the dog, it does not occur as a dis-
tinct nerve bundle in the sheath which contains the vagus and
cervical sympathetic, but in the vicinity of the heart it bran-
ches from the vagus. In the cat, about every fourth aortic de-
pressor can be separated from the trunk of the vagus. The aor-
tic depressor nerve is paired. The left branch innervates the
aortic arcn and the rignt branch innervates the right subcla-
vian artery.
The carotid sinus nerve is a branch of the glossopharyngeal.
In the dog, both the vagus and cervical sympathetic send nerve
fibers to the bifurcation of the common carotid artery, but the
glossopharyngeal is the main pathway for the carotid sinus re-
flexes. Code, Dingle and Moorehouse (1956) obtained evidence
|
that afferent fibers from the carotid sinus in the dog, reached
the reflex centers oy way of the cervical sympathetic nerve and
spinal cord. They considered that this pathway was relatively
t
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The carotid sinus and aortic arch are both adult survivals
of the primitive branchial arches. They are both innervated
by nerves which are embryologically and comparatively the
nerves of the branchial arches,
Tello (1924) worked out the development of the nerve end-
ings in the aorta of the mouse and rabbit. He found that the
aorta was at first in contact with the superior laryngeal
nerve and the nodose ganglion of the vagus. In the 10 milli-
meter stage, the aortic arch became separated from the supe-
rior laryngeal nerve, but remained connected v,rith the vagus by 1
fibers which formed the principal branch of the aortic depres-
sor nerve. Tello found no fibers within the heart.
Nonidez (1955a) investigated the development of the aortic
arch pressoreceptors in the chicK. He found the aortic depress
sor nerve on the rignt side but not on the left. He stated
that this condition existed because in birds the right fourth
!
branchial arch artery persists to become the aortic arch,
whereas the left fourth branchial arch artery disappears and
does not persist as subclavian artery. Noniaez found an acces-
sory aortic depressor nerve arising directly from the gang-
li
lion nodosum.
That the carotid sinus of mammals is a derivative of the
third branchial arch has long been known to anatomists. In
I
tne bird, Muratori (1957) stained pressoreceptor endings in
the artery which is usually referred to as the common carotid.
''' ^ *
,
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He believed that this specially innervated region of the vascu-|j
jl
lar system was homologous with the carotid sinus of mammals and; 1
that the term, common carotid, was a misnomer. He stated that
this portion of the arterial system was embryologicaliy the in-
ternal carotid artery. Ask-Upmark (1955) found that two seg-
ments of the carotid artery in the oird are innervated. The
upper segment was medial to the mandibular angle and the lower
segment was at the level of the thyroid artery.
The pressoreceptors are quite characteristic in appearance.
De Castro (1926, 1928) stained these endings in the carotid si-
nus of certain species of mammals, including man, by using a
silver stain and also methylene blue. He found numerous termi-j
nai arborizations ending in reticulated swellings. These were
located in the adventitia ana were of two types, diffuse ana
limited. Tney were situated between the elastic and collage-
nous fioers. De Castro believed that their position accounted
for their response to changes in the hydrostatic pressure. He
found these endings only in the region of the carotid sinus.
Nonidez (1955) stained the pressoreceptor type of nerve end-
ings in the adventitia of the aortic arch in the young cat,
rabbit and guinea pig. He used a modification of the silver
nitrate method developed by Ramon y Cajal. He stated that the
outstanding feature of these receptors was their swellings or
enlargements in which neurofibrils were easily detected. (Fig- i
ure 7, page 58).
Three types of reflexes occur when the pressoreceptors in
.*‘ior. : 1c .Hi r i l
ithe aortic arch and carotid sinus are activated by an increase
in blood pressure. These are cardiac reflexes, vasomotor re-
flexes and respiratory reflexes. C. Heymans and co-workers are
largely responsible for the fundamental findings concerning
these reflexes. They have published the results of their find-
i
ings together with an extensive review of the literature in the
monograph, n Le Sinus Carotidien et la Zone Homologue Cardio-
aortique", G. Doin, Paris, (193o).
A. Cardiac Reflexes.
The exact pathway of the impulses originating in the aortic
:
pressoreceptors and resulting in cardiac slowing has been worked
out by physiological methods applied chiefly to dogs. Electri-
cal stimulation of the aortic depressor nerve after cutting the
vagus innervation of the heart produces only a slight slowing
(
of the heart. This bradycardia is due to an inhibition of ac-
celerator tone, for the reflex is reciprocal. Opinions differ
as to whether the cardiac reflex is homolaterai or heteroiater-
i al. The strength of stimulus necessary to bring about the he-
terolateral response in those species reported to possess a he-
terolateral reflex is much greater than the strength required
to bring about a homolateral response. In addition to the brad-
ycardia there is a decrease in the output of the heart, and a
fall in blood pressure results.
The adequate stimulus for the heart reflex is a rise in
blood pressure within the aorta itself. This has been demon-
strated conclusively by Heymans and collaborators by means of
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the isolated head technique. Two dogs, A (the donor) and 3
(the recipient) were anaesthetized and placed side by side.
The carotid artery ana the external jugular vein on each side
in both animals were exposed then sectioned between two liga-
tures. Then the caraiac end of each carotid artery of dog A
was connected with the cephalic end of each carotid artery of
dog B. The cepnalic end of each jugular vein of dog B was con-
i
nected with the cardiac end of each jugular vein of dog A. (fig-
ure S). The connections were established by using arteries ta- 1
ken from a third dog. A direct intima to intima anastomosis,
which rendered the use of an anticoagulant unnecessary, was ef-
i
fected by using a Payr Cannula. (figure b). A tracheal cannu-
la was inserted into the trachea and tne blood pressure was re-
corded by a mercury manometer connected with a cannula inserted
into the femoral artery. Then tiie entire head of dog 3 was sev-
ered from its body except for the vagus nerves and cervical sym-
pathetic nerves. By this ingenious method, the nead of dog 3
was supplied with blooa from dog A.
By means of the isolated head technique it was found that an
increase in blooa pressure in dog B, brought about by an intra-
venous injection of defibrinated blood or adrenalin, producea a
slowing of its heart. On the other hand, a decrease in blooa
pressure, brought about by bleeding, produced a speeding up of
the heart. These responses no longer appeared when the vagus
nerves were cut.
The exact pathway of the impulses originating in the carotid
sinus pressoreceptors has been worked out also by electrical

11
stimulation experiments. This heart reflex is also reciprocal
in nature. Bradycardia is produced both by activation of the
vagau inhibitory center and inhibition of the accelerator cen-
ter. There is no general agreement as to whether the reflex is
homolateral or heterolateral. In the dog, Heymans found that
the heart reflex was homolateral and attributed the contrary
findings of others to be due to an excessively intense stimula-
tion which reflexly inhibited the accelerator tone and slowed
the heart without having involved vagal inhibition. However
there may be a species difference, since Hoff and Nahum (1935)
found that the carotid sinus reflex was bilateral in monkeys.
Also, Lutz and Wyman (1932) found that the heart reflexes
brought about by increasing the pressure of heparinized blood
which was used to perfuse the gill vessels were both unilateral
and bilateral.
Bronk, Ferguson and Solanut (1934) investigated the reflex
pathway by means of a vacuum tube amplifier and oscillograph.
They recorded the action currents which accompanied the passage
of nerve impulses in one of the small nerve fibers from the
stellate ganglion to the heart in the cat. When the perfusion
pressure in the isolated carotid sinus was raised, discharges
decreased until, at 125 to 150 millimeters of mercury, there
was a complete inhibition of sympathetic impulses. The duration
of the inhibition was a function of the endosinusal pressure.
The period of inhibition lasted for some seconds, after which
an escape occurred perhaps due either to an adaptation of the

nerve endings in the carotin sinus or to an adaptation in the
nerve centers. The investigators obtained evidence that the re-
flex inhibition of accelerator tone was bilateral. Section of
both aortic depressor nerves prolonged the inhibition.
Various methods for producing a stimulation more physiologi-
cal than an electric current, have been devised. The first of
these methods was developed by E. Moissejeff (19S6) and employee.
in modified form by Heymans. It may be called the blind pouch
|
technique. All the efferent arteries from the carotid sinus in
a dog are tied off, care being taken not to interfere with the
innervation. Then the common carotid is sectioned between two
;
i
i
i
ligatures and the cephalic end is connected with a burette con-
taining tne perfusion fluid. A mercury manometer connected to
a cannula which is inserted in the femoral artery or carotid
artery on the opposite side records the heart rate and blood
pressure. The height of the burette can be varied in such a
way as to produce any desired degree or pressure within the iso4
lated carotid sinus. (Figure 4).
Another method designed to produce a stimulus even more physi
ological was developed by Heymans. This method is somewhat
similar to that of the isolated head. It may oe called the iso-
lated carotid sinus technique. Two dogs, A (the donor) and B
(the recipient) are anaesthetized and placed side by side. The
carotid sinus of dog B is exposed and the efferent arteries
leading from it are tied off. The external jugular vein and
common carotid artery of dog A are exposed and cut between two
II
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ligatures. Then the cardiac end of the carotid of dog A is con-
nected with the cephalic end of the carotid of dog E. The card::
ac end of the external carotid artery of dog B is connected
I
with tne cardiac end of the jugular vein of dog A. (Figure 5).
|
As in the case of isolated head technique, the connections are
i
made by using arteries taken from a third dog. Thus the carotic
sinus is completely isolated except for its nerve supply.
By using such experimental techniques as these, investigators
have established beyond doubt that a rise in blood pressure in
the carotid sinus produces a reflex slowing of the heart. How-
ever, some investigators (Nash, 1926; Anrep and Segall, 1926)
still believed that blood pressure exerted a direct effect on
the cardiac center as well as a reflex effect on the carotid si-
nus. The following four experiments performed by Heymans and
co-workers have refuted such beliefs. First, the occlusion of
both common carotid arteries resulted in tachycardia. But,
i when the carotid sinuses were denervated, no modifications of
heart rate occurred. Second, the occlusion of both internal
carotid arteries resulted in bradycardia. If the effect had
been on the medullary centers, a rise in blood pressure and in-
creased frequency of the heart would have been expected. Third,
i
j
the occlusion and release of the vertebral arteries did not pro-
duce any change in heart rate. Fourth, the prolonged hyperten-
I
sion produced by injection of Ringer’s solution or defibrinated
blood had no effect upon the nerve centers after denervation of
the carotid sinuses.
I
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IAdditional evidence was obtained by using the isolated head
technique which has been described above. It was found that hyd
potension in the isolated but perfused head of dog B, which
could be brought about by either bleeding dog A, or stimulating
its carotid sinus or aortic depressor nerves, resulted in tachyd
cardia in the trunk; of dog B. Hypertension in the isolated heac
of dog B, which could be effected by injection of adrenalin into
dog A, resulted in bradycardia in the trunk of dog B. When one
carotid sinus was denervated, only the innervated side responded,
When both carotid sinuses A/ere denervated, no responses occurrec
.
In another experiment Heymans perfused the isolated head of
!
I
dog B with blood from dog A and the isolated carotid sinus of
dog B with blood from dog C. The nerve supply to the isolated
carotid sinus was left intact, but the opposite carotid sinus
was denervated. It was then shown that modifications of pres-
sure in the same animal produced reflex effects at the level of
the carotid sinus but did not influence the vagus center.
In these experiments it was not possible to vary the pres-
sure in the isolated carotid sinus at will. Hence, Heymans and
his collaborators sometimes found it convenient to perfuse the
isolated carotid sinus with a pump which created a pulsatile
flow. This was of particular value in studying the effects of
step-by-step increases or decreases in pressure. In the follow^
ing chart which is reproduced from the monograph by Heymans,
tne variations, in percent, of tne arterial blood pressure are
plotted against the corresponding perfusion pressure used to
I ai.lil
1
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elicit the blood pressure variations. An analysis of this graph
shows the following three facts.
First, below a pressure of 50 millimeters of mercury in the
carotid sinus, every increase of endosinusal pressure resulted
in an increase of arterial pressure. And every decrease of end-j
.
sinusal pressure resulted in a decrease of arterial blood pres-
s
sure. Second, above a pressure of 50 millimeters of mercury in ij
the carotid sinus, every increase of endosinusal pressure resuiTj-
ed in a decrease of arterial pressure. And every decrease o'
endosinusal pressure resulted in a rise of arterial blood pre.
sure. Tnird, a maximum sensitivity occurred oetween d5 to 110
millimeters of mercury.
Heymans interpreted the above three facts in the foxlowing
way. A rise in blood pressure vtien the intracarotid pressure is
near the normal level, 85 to 110 millimeters <~f mercury, slightly
distends the arterial wall and activates the receptor endings,
resulting in hypotension and bradycardia. At very high intra-
i
carotid pressures, however, the receptors are maximally excited'
and no further increase in pressure ca augment the reflex re-
sponses. On the other hand, at very low intracarotid pressures,
l
each decrease in pressure serves to collapse the arterial wall
!
of the carotid sinus and further activate the receptors, result-
ing in hypotension and bradycardia. Each rise in pressure serves
!l
to lessen the tension on the receptors, resulting in a decrease
of the reflex responses. Modifications of pressure as slight
;
iy
:
•
jj
as 1 to 2 millimeters f mercury above or below the normal blood



Ipressure evoke the reflex responses.
Bronk and Stella (1932, 1932a, 1935) studied the nature of
the nervous discharge from single pressure receptors in the
carotid sinus. They cut the carotid sinus nerve in the rabbit
at its origin from the glossopharyngeal. Then they cut all the
fibers of the carotid sinus nerve near its distribution except
one or a few. They placed electrodes on the main stump of the
|
nerve and recorded the action potentials by means of a vacuum
tube amplifier and Matthews oscillograph. Impulses occurred at
a regular frequency in the manner which is characteristic of
most sense organs. The receptors did not become adapted readi-
ly but corresponded, in respect to adaptation, with muscle
spindles rather than touch receptors, which have a brief dura-
I
tion. It was also found that a volley of afferent impulses oc-
curred with each arterial pulse. Thus, each beat of the heart
itself seems to initiate impulses which help maintain the nor-
mal cardiac and vasomotor tone.
Bronk and Stella also perfused an isolated carotid sinus and
recorded the action potentials from one or several end organs
during varying pressures from 40 millimeters of mercury to 200
I
millimeters of mercury. Over this range there was an increased
discharge of two and one-half times. Not all the endings had
the same threshold. Thus an increase in pressure increased the
i
number of afferent impulses from the carotid sinus both by in-
creasing the frequency of discharge from a single end organ and
by increasing the number of end organs acting. Furthermore,
i
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they found that a rapid fall in pressure such as from ISO milli^
meters of mercury did not elicit a frequency of discharge char-
acteristic of constant perfusion at that low pressure. But the
i
discharges were completely inhibited for as long as 18 seconds,
I
then they began again at a new frequency. The authors believed
that this phenomenon accounts for the decreased discharge from
the carotid sinus which accompanies a fall in diastolic pressure.
Nonidez (1985) believed that the great variety of sizes and
shapes of the pressoreceptor endings accounts for the difference
in threshold, the more delicate terminations having the highest
threshold
.
Bronk and Stexla (1985) tested the effects of oxygen lack and
carbon dioxide excess on these receptors in the isolated carotid
sinus by perfusing it witn blood of varying chemical content.
There was no increase in the frequency of the action potentials.
Thus it was concluded that the receptors in the carotid sinus
are highly insensitive to changes in the chemical content of the
blood. The authors pointed out that this is not evidence against
the role of the carotid sinus in the regulation of respiration
but suggests that there is a different set of endings influenced
by changes in the chemical content of the blood.
Winder (1987) investigated the carotid sinus reflexes in an
animal with intact aortic depressor nerves. Upon eliciting the
i
carotid sinus reflex, he found that bradycardia was poorly main^
tained, due to the compensatory action of the aortic depressor
reflex. The experiments performed by Winder indicate that in
wz&i*zlau&oo& x onaxic eictt ctBriJ-
j ,
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the intact animal there is a tendency for the aortic depressor
nerve to reverse the action of the carotid sinus nerve. Thus,
bradycardia due to increased pressure in the carotid sinus may
become tachycardia due to the resulting decreased pressure in
the aortic arch.
Another of the reflexes regulating the heart is the Bain-
bridge reflex. Bainbridge (1915) found that increasing the pres-
sure in the right auricle of the heart by injectfa^ fluid or
blood through the jugular vein brought about an increase in the
heart rate. This acceleration aisappearea when the vagus nerve
was cut, hence it was due to a reflex with afferent pathway in
the vagus nerve. The speeding up of the heart was found to be
due to a diminution of vagal tone and an increase of accelerator
tone. There was no evidence of increased output of the adrenal
gland. There was no evidence that this reflex was concerned in
either vasomotor or respiratory responses. (Figure 1).
McDowall (1955) found a branch of the vagus nerve given off
to the heart in the cat at the level of the right subclavian
artery. He found that stimulation of the cranial end of this
branch brought about an acceleration of the heart and an in-
crease in blood pressure when the main trunk of the vagus was
intact. Since the effects were no longer produced when the
vagus trunk was severed, they may be regarded as reflex in ori-
gin. It is possible that this is the nerve concerned in the me-*
diation of the Bainbridge reflex.
The existence of this reflex has been debated by physiolo-
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gists for some time. However, Nonidez (1957) has provided the
anatomical confirmation by staining nerve endings of the presso-
receptor type in the heart of the newborn rabbit, cat and dog.
He found these terminations in the wails of the superior vena
cava, inferior vena cava and coronary sinus at their junctions
with the right atrium and in the proximal portions of the pul-
monary veins. The endings occurred in the subendothelium and
among the myocardial bundles which extend into the walls of the
great veins as far as the pericardium.
The importance of this reflex in protecting the heart is ap-
parent. Thus, during strenuous muscular exercise, the venous
inflow to the right side of the neart is greatly increased by
the pushing of blood past the valves in the veins due to the me^
chanical effects of muscular contractions. In such a situation
the Hainbridge reflex prevents dilation of the heart. It also
assures the heart and other tissues of an adequate blood supply
by working in opposition to the carotid sinus and aortic de-
pressor mechanisms. Thus, if the reflexes from the arterial
side, particularly the aortic depressor, have slowed the heart,
the resulting increased venous filling exerts a pressure ade-
quate to elicit the Bainbridge reflex.
B. Vasomotor Reflexes
Cyon and Ludwig in their original experiments noticed that
a fall in blood pressure occurred, as well as a slowing of the
i
heart. Numerous experiments have established the fact that the
vasoconstrictor and vasodilator centers are influenced recipro-
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cally by impulses arising from both the arch of the aorta and
the carotid sinus. There is some evidence that veins (parti-
cularly those in the hind leg, intestine, and mesentery) and
capillaries are refiexly involved in the vasomotor responses, as
well as arterioles.
The efferent pathway of the vasomotor portion of the carotid
sinus reflex has recently been investigated in the cat by Thomas
and Brooks (19o7). They removed the thoracic and abdominal sym-
pathetic chain by severing the connections between the spinal
cord and the postganglionic sympathetic fibers. The vagus and
sympathetic trunks were cut in the lower cervical region to
abolish the heart reflexes and influences of the aortic depres-
sor mechanism. They found that an abrupt occlusion and release
of the common carotid arteries in sympathectomized animals re-
sulted in an average rise in pressure of 11.1 millimeters of
mercury in 11 cats as compared with an average rise in pressure
of 86.7 millimeters of mercury in 18 normal cats. When they re-
peated the occlusion and release experiments, after cutting the
carotid sinus nerve, only a slight rise occurred which was of
l'
the order of li millimeters of mercury. This suggested that the
rise in the sympathectomized cats with innervated carotid sinuses
was not reflex but mechanical in nature. Experiments in which
the isolated carotid sinus was perfused with Ringer^ solution
!
at different pressures further demonstrated that reflex alter-
!
ations did not occur in sympathectomized animals. It was thus
concluded that the efferent pathway of the vasomotor carotid
II
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sinus reflexes must be in the sympathetic chain.
The vascular area involved in the vasomotor reflexes elicit-
ed at the carotid sinus and the aortic arch is quite extensive.
The evidence for the vascular areas involved has resulted from
a large number of experiments by many investigators. Tne re-
sults of these experiments have been exhaustively summarized by
Heymans (1933) and McDowall (1935). From their review of the
literature, the following table has been constructed. The
asterisk indicates evidence of a carotid sinus or aortic de-
pressor vasomotor reflex. The number beside the asterisk indi-
I cates roughly the number of investigators who have reported the
reflex.
i
The secretion of adrenin is augmented during vasoconstric-
i
tion and diminished during vasodilation. Heymans and his col-
laborators (1933) demonstrated this by the following method.
The carotid sinus of dog B was isolated and perfused with blood
from dog A. Dog B was epinephrectomised on the left side and
its aurenolumbalis vein was anastomosed with the cardiac end of
the right external jugular vein of dog C. Dog C was epinephrec-
tomisea on both sides and the volume of its spleen was recorded
by means of a plethysmograph. Thus, the output of adrenin in
dog B was indicated by a shrinkage of the spleen of dog C. It
|
was found that a fall in blood pressure in the carotid sinus of
dog B, produced by compression of the perfusing artery, resulted
in an increased output of adrenin as evidenced by a marked con-
striction of the spleen of dog C. A rise in blood pressure in
i
I
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Arterial Areas Involved in the Vasomotor Response to
Stimulation of the Receptors in the Carotid
Sinus and the Aortic Arch
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the carotid sinus of dog B, produced by injecting adrenalin in-
to dog A, resulted in a decreased output of adrenin as evidenc-
ed by a dilation of the spleen of dog C.
Even before the discovery of the carotid sinus mechanism, th^
dilatation at the origin of the internal carotid led to specula-
tion concerning its possible relation to the blood supply of the
brain. As stated in the introduction, Siciliano recognized the
i
importance of reflexes elicited within the carotid arteries, in
protecting the brain against anemia. After Bering published the
results of his experiments, investigators began to stress the
protective relation of the carotid sinus to the cerebrum. Fur-
ther evidence of this protective function was presented by ae
Castro (1328) who found that the carotid sinus in the cow was
situated at the origin of the occipital artery which is the main
source of arterial blood to the brain in that animal.
Ask-Upmark (1935) investigated the importance of the carotid
sinus in relation to the cerebral blood supply. He did this by
a comparative study of the anatomy of the carotid sinus in as
many species as possible, and by a comparative study of the pat-
tern of the blood supply to the cerebrum, that is, the occur-
rence of the rete mirabile caroticum. He found morphological
indications of a carotid sinus, based on the presence of a dila-
I
tion at the origin of the internal carotid artery and on inner-
vation particularly by tne glossopharyngeal nerve, in a great
l
many species, furtnermore, by a correlation of these findings
with those based on a study of embryological material for the
i
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presence of a rete mirabile throughout the vertebrate series, he
showed that the rete occurred only in species in which blood was
supplied to the brain at least in part by the external carotid
artery, and that, in such circumstances, the internal carotid
was not well developed. (Figure 6). Ask-Upmark believed that
the rete mirabile developes from the first or mandibular bran-
chial arch and that it is homologous with the pseudobranch found
in some fishes. In birds, reptiles and amphibians, no struc-
ture which could be considered to be genetically related to the
rete of mammals, was found. He believed that the rete mirabile
carfticum serves as a mechanical device to keep the pressure in
the arteries of the brain at a nearly constant level. He pro-
posed the theory that it takes over the function of the carotid
sinus in the species in which the sinus is poorly developed.
The regulation of the blood supply to the brain has been
studied by two experimental methods. First, blood vessels have
been observed by means of a window in the cranium. Second,
blood pressure has been measured in the arteries and veins of
the brain. From the work of numerous investigators, Ask-Upmark
summarized the factors which determine the volume and rate of
blood passing through the brain. The first factor is the size
of the vascular bed, 'which may be varied by changes in the chemi-
cal content of the blood, vasomotor impulses, and hydrodynamic
changes. The second, is the difference between the arterial ana
venous pressures, which may be varied by changes in systemic
arterial blood pressure and in pressure of the cerebrospinal
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fluid, as well as by obstructions of the venous outflow.
In view of these well established principles, Ask-Upmark
undertook to determine the part played by the carotid sinus, in
maintaining the cerebral blood supply. In anaesthetized cats,
he stimulated the carotid sinus nerve and observed the caliber
of the blood vessels in the brain, under a microscope attached
to a window in the manner developed by Forbes. A constriction
of the vessels occurred in most instances. As a rule, chaiiges
in caliber followed passively changes in the systemic blood
pressure. Thus, when the sinus nerve was stimulated a reflex
vasodilation occurred all over the body and was accompanied by
a constriction of the pial arteries.
The hemodynamic effect might have obscured the presence of a
reflex effect. Hence, to abolish the influence of changes in
systemic pressure, Ask-Upmark first employed cross-circulation
experiments and found no response of the cerebral vessels to
stimulation of the carotid sinus nerve. Then he prepared hearty
lung-head preparations in which the left ventricle was allowed
to pump blooa only to the head. There was no change in the dia-
meter of the oiood vessels in the majority of cases, although
in four experiments stimulation of the sinus nerve did resuut
in what was tnought to be a reflex vasodilation.
These observations lend support to the present day concept
that the state of tone of the cerebral vessels is reflexly main-
tained, but that the passive influence of changes in systemic
blood pressure are more important in regulating the blood supply
I
I
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Thus, when the carotid sinus mechanism elicits a reflex vasodi-
lation, the fail in systemic blood pressure passively constricts
the arterioles of the brain, thus preserving an adequate blood
supply in the capillaries to furnish sufficient oxygen to the
nervous tissues during tne momentary duration of the reflex.
They are a iso in agreement with the action of adrenalin which
produces a general reflex vasoconstriction, in tne cerebral ves-j
sels as well as elsewhere. However, the resulting rise in biooc
pressure is great enough to offset the reflex effect in the
i
blood vessels of the cerebrum.
.'
-
C. Respiratory Reflexes
Almost from the time of the discovery of the aortic depressor
nerve, respiratory reflexes were known to accompany its stimu-
lation. Electrical and mechanical stimuli were employed in the
earlier experiments. J. F. Reymans and C. Reymans (1927) were
the first to investigate the respiratory reflexes originating
at the level of the aorta, by using a physiological stimulus.
They did this by means of the isolated head technique. The iso-
lated head of dog B was perfused with blood from dog A. The
respiratory movements of the head of dog B were recorded. They
found that a fall of blood pressure in dog B, produced by with-
drawing a quantity of blood from the animal, brought about an
increase in the respiratory movements in the isolated head.
Furthermore, a rise in blood pressure in dog B, which was pro-
duced by either injecting blood or adrenalin into the animal,
brought about a decrease in respiratory movements in the isolat-
ed head. Thus the investigators concluded that a fall in the
systemic blood pressure produced hyperpnea and that a rise pro-
I
duced decreased respiration.
But the experiment described above did not localiz-e the site
of the reflex. In order to do this, the investigators isolated
the head of dog B in the usual way and supplied it with blood
j
from dog A. Then they isolated the heart and lungs of dog B
and supplied them with blood from dog C. They found that a de-
crease in the blood pressure in the heart and lungs of dog B
I
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produced an increase in respirator/ movements in its isolated
head. An increase in blood pressure produced the opposite ef-
i
I
i
i
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feet. Another experiment in which the lungs only of dog B,
with isolated head, were supplied with blood from dog C elimi-
nated the lungs as a source of the reflex and left the heart
and aorta as the only alternatives. That these structures con-
tain the receptors of the respiratory reflex was shown in a
direct manner b./ a third experiment in which only tne heart of
dog B, with isolated head, was supplied with blood by dog C.
The reflex was elicited by blood pressure changes in the usual
way
.
As stated above in the introduction, physiologists realized
before the discovery of the carotid sinus reflex, that changes,
in the pressure in the blood vessels of the head modified the
respiration. Except for Pagano (1900) and Siciliano (1900)
physiologists believed that these modifications were due to a
direct effect of variations in blood pressure on the medullary
centers. But after the discovery of the carotid sinus nerve,
Moissejeff (1986) demonstrated that the carotid sinus elicits
respiratory reflexes. Heymans (1989) confirmed this using the
blind sac technique employed by Moissejeff. Both investigators
found that the same response to an increased endosinusal pres-
sure occurred as in the case of increased pressure in the heart
and aorta. Furthermore, these effects do not occur after sec-
tioning the carotid sinus nerves. Hermans and co-workers showed
that pressure Changes within the physiological limits could e-
i
licit this reflex and that the reflex modification of respira-
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tory movements were a true measure of pulmonary ventilation, by
an analysis of the respiratory volume. In order to determine
wnether or not a part of the respiratory response was due to a
direct effect upon the centers, they exposed the vertebral ar-
teries, cut the aortic depressor nerves and tied off the effe-
rent arteries of the carotid sinus. Occlusion of the vertebral
arteries did not elicit a change in respiration. Thus the re-
spiratory effects produced by altering the pressure of the
blood in the arteries of the head, were reflex in origin rather
than central.
Pressoreceptors might be expected to occur in the blood ves-
sels of the lungs because the sixth branchial arch persists to
form the pulmonary arteries. Tello (19S4) found that the left
depressor nerve innervated the sixth pulmonary area in the rab-
bit embryo. However, Nonidez (1955) was not able to stain nervi
endings of the pressoreceptor type in the pulmonary arteries of
young cats, guinea pigs and rabbits.
As stated above, J. F. Heymans and C. Heymans obtained evi-
dence that the pulmonary vessels did not contain receptors whicj’ji
were capable of stimulation by changes in the blood pressure.
However, they found that Hering-Breuer reflexes occurred. The
impulses which initiate these reflexes arise from receptors
which are located in the alveolar ducts. Stretching of one set
of receptors due to inflation during inspiration inhibits the
respiratory center, and stretching of another group of recep-
tors due to tne collapse of the lungs during forced expiration
stimulates the respiratory center. Apparently the receptors
ri : . -
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giving rise to impulses which modify respiration occur in the
alveolar ducts and not in the blood vessels of the lungs.
In the embryo, the aorta and pulmonary artery are joined by
the duct of Botalio. ,TThe ductus Botalli is important in the
embryonic circulation of araniotes, as the larger part of the
blood goes through it to reach the dorsal aorta, as long as the
allantois is the organ of respiration, while only enough blood
goes tnrough the pulmonary artery to nourish the lung. With th^
first inspiration of air, the duct closes and all the blood pass-
ing into the last arch goes to the lung”. (Kingsley, 1926)
In view of the importance of the duct of Botalio in the fetal
circulation one might expect to find vascular reflexes originat-
ing from it. That pressoreceptor nerve terminations occur here
has been demonstrated by Nonidez (1935) and Muratori (1937).
However, no physiological work demonstrating the presence of re-
flexes appears to have been done. Furthermore, Clark (1934) has
presented evidence that the pressoreceptors in the dog and cat
do not begin to function until a few days after birth, although
they are fully developed at term. Also, evidence to be dis-
cussed later in this paper in connection with the carotid body
indicates that the chemoreceptors in the fetus are non-function-
al, as well.
D. Phylogenetic Considerations
In the Mammalia, a carotid sinus has been demonstrated in
man, monkey, dog, cat, rabbit, rat, mouse, horse and ox. How-
ever, physiological experiments have not always been used to skow
iA
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that the anatomical structure is a carotid sinus in the physio-
logical sense. Ask-Upmark (1965) found anatomical evidence of
a carotid sinus in the opossum, flying fox, armadillo, camel,
llama and several other species which are less commonly subject-
ed to biological investigation. The aortic depressor nerve has
cin equally widespread distribution among mammals.
In the Aves, not much work has been done. Ask-Upmark found
a segment of the carotid artery supplied by the glossopharyngeal
nerve in the swan, Stanley crane and Canadian goose. He believ-
ed that the specially innervated portion of the carotid was nomof-
logous with the carotid sinus in mammals. The observations of
other workers have been limited for the most part to the chick.
In the Reptilia, some evidence for a carotid sinus has been
obtained. Thus, Ask-Upmark found a segment of the carotid arte-
ry innervated by the glossopharyngeal and also the vagus, in the
alligator, turtle and snake. In the turtle, Kazem-Beck (1888)
/
stimulated the central end of a slender nerve which terminated
near the heart, in the aorta. He found that hypotension and
bradycardia resulted. Thus, there is evidence for an aortic
depressor mechanism in the turtle.
In the Amphibia, there is physiological evidence for both a
carotid sinus nerve and an aortic depressor nerve. Meyer (1927)
found that the glossopharyngeal nerve gave off small fibers to
the carotid gland in the frog. He stimulated the central end of
these fibers and obtained a fall in blood pressure. Wikiforow-
sky (1915) stimulated the central end of the cut vagus nerve in
_c ' . ;
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the frog. He observed a definite dilation of the blood vessels
in the mesentery. In addition, he found a slowing of the heart
and fall in blood pressure of 2 to 3 millimeters of water. Luth
and toyman ^19o2b) found that reflex cardiac inhibition resulted
from mechanical or electrical stimulation of the gills in the
mud-puppy. Also, Lutz (1933) found that the response to adrena-
lin in the tropical toad suggested the existence of a reflex
cardio-inhibitory mechanism stimulated by an increased intra-
vascular pressure.
In the Pisces, there are found reflexes which control the
heart rate and respiration. Lutz and Wyman (1932a) found that
mechanical and electrical stimulation of widespread areas in the
I dogfish brought about cardiac inhibition. Slowing of the heart
\
was obtained when mechanical stimulation was applied to the na-
sal openings, the sides of the fish, and region of the gills.
Sensory endings were also found in the gill vessels since per-
fusion of the afferent branchial arteries with ureasaline or
heparinized dogfish blood slowed the heart. "It is conceivable,
therefore, that in the course of evolution the widespread sen-
I
sory areas of the ancestral form, possibly typified by the e-
lasmobranch, with Necturus as an intermediate type, were concen-
trated or restricted until the condition seen in the mammal was
reached. Since the carotid arteries of the mammal are aeriv-
atives of the primitive branchial system, the reflex cardiac in-
hibition of branchio-vascular origin may exemplify the evolution-
ary forerunner of the carotid sinus reflex in mammals’1
.
(Lutz
\ and Wyman, 1932 )
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IPart II. Reflex Responses to Changes
in
Chemical Composition of the Biood
Heymans ana his collaborators (1955) demonstrated that the
aorta was the place of origin of reflexes initiated by changes
in the chemical content of the blood. By means of the isolated
head technique, they found that hyperventilation in dog B broughi
about a decrease in respiratory movements of its isolated head.
On the other hand, asphyxia, produced by either stopping the artij-
ficial respiration or introducing carbon dioxide, brought about
an increase in respiratory movements. This reflex was not initi-
ated by stretch receptors in the lungs since it was not abolished
by cutting the branch of the vagus innervating the lungs.
By such experiments it was shown that carbon dioxide lack
refiexly inhibits respiration, and that both oxygen lack and car-
bon dioxide excess refiexly augment respiration. The investiga-
tors made use of the same experiments which were used to localize
the pressure receptors, only in this instance they varied the
carbon dioxide and the oxygen content of the inspired air. The
chemical receptors were found to be limited to the region of the
heart and aorta. It had been known for some time that changes
in the carbon dioxide and oxygen content of the blood brought
about respiratory reflexes. These reflexes were ascribed to a
I
direct effect on the centers, as they were in the case of blood
pressure changes. But the previous establishment of the aorta
as a source of respiratory reflexes elicited by changes in the
!
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!chemical content of the blood suggested that the homologous caro-
tid sinus mignt also be a source of these reflexes. Heymans ana
his co-workers were the first to demonstrate that this was true.
'As in the case of the aorta, perfusion with hypercapnic and an-
i
ioxic blood reflexly augmented respiration. Furthermore, control
experiments in which the same perfusion fluid was allowed to
reach the medullary center showed that the effects were chiefly
|
reflex in nature. Schmidt (1932) confirmed Heymans with respect
I
to the existence of a reflex response to oxygen lack at the level
of the carotid sinus. However, he found that carbon dioxide ex-
cess had only a slight reflex effect and that it stimulated the
respiratory center directly.
'
Recent work by Comroe and Schmidt (1938) proved that the pres-
soreceptors and chemoreceptors concerned in the carotid sinus re-
i
flexes are automatically separate. The chemoreceptors were found,
exclusively in the carotid body. Comroe (1938) found that the
aortic body also contained chemoreceptors.
i
i
i
A. The Carotid Body (Glomus caroticum)
The carotid body is a small globose structure which is loca-
ted near the bifurcation of the common carotid artery. It has
been found in most of the higher vertebrates wTiich have oeen ex-
amined for its presence. It is sometimes so inconspicuous and
small that it can not be seen macroscopically . However it is
quite noticeable in man; its size was reported by Luschka (1862)
as being 5 x 2.5 x 1.5 millimeters. Comroe and Schmidt (1938)
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described the carotid body in the dog. In this animal, the caret"
tid body can be seen by the naked eye as a reddish nodule on the
medial side of a small artery which arises from either the ex-
ternal carotid artery or the occipital artery. This small arte-
ry which supplies the carotid body becomes veinlike in appear-
ance but regains its arterial nature beyond the carotid body anc.
anastomoses with other arterial branches in the neck. Apparent
ly this artery is both the afferent and efferent supply, inas-
much as no venous channels have been found. The carotid body
in the dog is innervated by the carotid sinus nerve.
Anatomists have long been interested in the microscopical
constituents of the carotid body, chiefly in regard to the pres-
ence or absence of chromaffin tissue. According to Smith (1924
the carotid body is composed of three cellular elements. First,
chromaffin cells are found in varying amounts in different
species; thus, they are abundant in the cow, present more sparse-
ly in the cat and absent in the rat. Their embryological ori-
gin is uncertain. Second, non-chromaff in cells similar to the
chromaffin cells in size and shape, but not taking the chrome
stain, are present. These cells are also of uncertain origin.
Third, mesodermal constituents are found. They are developed
from the mesenchyme of the third branchial arch.
I
i
Because of the presence of chromaffin tissue in the carotid
body, it came to be known as a chromaffin body or paraganglion
as proposed by Xohn (1900). However, this theory was n6t uni-
'
versaily accepted. Smith (1924) believed that an analysis of
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the growth changes in the region of the development of the caro-
tid body would aid in explaining its origin and function. From
a study of mammalian embryos (cat, rat, pig, sheep, cow) she
presented four types of evidence for an origin from the third
branchial arch. First, the carotid body developed near the bi-
furcation of the common carotid artery and the proximal part of
the internal carotid artery developed from the third branchial
arch of the embryo. Second, the carotid body is innervated by
a characteristic branch of the glossopharyngeal nerve which is
embry oiogically and comparatively tne nerve of tne third bran-
chial arch. Third, the vascular supply has its aniage in the
blood vessels of the third branchial arch. Fourth, the meso-
dermal constituents may be traced directly to the third arch re-
gion. The presence of vagus nerve fibers, autonomic nerve fi-
bers and chromaffin tissue are explained by growth changes which
bring them into the region of the carotid body at the time of it^
formation. Furthermore there has been no clean cut evidence foi
an endocrine function of this organ. Thus, the carotid body car:
not rightly be classified as a paraganglion. It is not homo-
logous with the paraganglia of Zuckerkandl or the medulla of the
suprarenal gland.
Boyd (1925) confirmed the opinion that the carotid body deve^
loped, from the third branchial arch. He found that the carotid
body was present in the human embryo at the 12 millimeter stage
as a collection of cells around the third arch artery at the
origin of the external carotid artery. At this early stage, the
i
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glossopharyngeal nerve was associated with these cells. Wo sym-
pathetic nerves were seen. At the 12 to SO millimeter stage, the
colltction of cells lost its connection with the third arch
artery and increased in size possible due to the influx of nerve
fibers from the glossopharyngeal nerve, vagus nerve or superior
cervical ganglion.
The carotid body is highly vascularized and richly innervated-
De Castro (19S6, 19S8) from a study of the carotid body in man
and animals, reported that the cells were in contact with nerve
terminations on one side and capillaries on the other side. As
a result of his physiological experiments and because of the
characteristic nature of the nerve endings, he believed they
were sensory endings. Muratori (1932) found similar nerve termi-
nations in the carotid body of the bird. Also, Nonidez (1935a)
stained nerve terminations of the sensory type in the carotid
body of the chick using a modification of the silver nitrate
method of Ramon y Cajal. He described the terminations as small
rings and reticulated clubs so delicate that their demons tratior
required an ’’aprochromatic immersion objective of high numerical
aperature”. The terminal rings and clubs were found among the
cells of the body and were probably chemoreceptors
.
(Figure 7)
In audition to the chemoreceptors he found nerve endings in the
walls of the blood vessels supplying the carotid body; these
terminations were of the pressoreceptor type. Other nerve fi-
bers believed to belong to tne autonomic nervous system were
stained; no function has yet oeen assigned to them.
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The presence of chromaffin cells has led numerous investiga-
tors to search for an endocrine function of the carotid body.
But modern and delicate tests for adrenin have been negative.
Extirpation experiments and the injection of prepared extracts
have not yielded consistent results. Christie (1933) reviewed
the literature pertaining to a possible glandular role of the
carotid body and obtained additional evidence for such a func-
tion. He prepared an extract from a large tumor of the carotid
body in man. The extract had the following physiological pro-
perties. First, it produced rhythmic contractions and increased
the tone of the resting uterus. Second, it produced a transient
fall in blood pressure when injected intravenously into a cat.
Third, it produced an acceleration of the heart. Christie also
j found that atropine did not destroy the vasodepressor action of
the extract. Therefore he reasoned that the active ingredient
was not acetyl choline. Furthermore, he found that an injectioh
of tissue extracts containing histamine did not produce results
similar to those of the tumor extract; consequently he believed
that the active principle in the extract was not histamine. He
proposed the name T,carotidin ,T for this vasodepressor substance.
Christie (l93o) also prepared extracts of a structure found
in the posterior cardinal sinus in elasmobranchs . He referred
to this structure as the carotid gland. He found evidence for
two Kinds of secretion; first, a vasodepressor substance simi-
lar to that obtained from the tumor of the carotid body, and
second, a vasopressor substance similar to adrenalin. Christie!

has stated that the inclusion of chromaffin tissue, which is
scattered all along the sympathetic chain in elasmobranchs
,
in
the carotid gland accounts for the vasopressor action. However
it is doubtful that this structure is homologous with the caro-
tid body of mammals. Probably it is the anterior chromaphil bo-
dy whose functions were investigated by Lutz and Wyman (1327)
althougn Christie does not mention their work.
But even if the possibility of a secretion during pathologic-
al conditions be admitted, it is still more doubtful that one is
elicited reflexly. Thus, although Ara (1954) was able to pro-
duce blood pressure changes in the dog upon injection of an ex-
tract prepared from fifty carotid bodies of cows, he could not
demonstrate a secretion during elicitation of the carotid sinus
reflex in the dog.
It was suggested by Dreuner (1924) that the carotid body
might contain the receptors for the carotid sinus reflex. But
numerous investigators have since shown, both anatomically and
physiologically
,
that the pressoreceptors are found in the caro-
tid sinus (Hering, 1927; Koch, 1931: Schmidt, 1932; Nonidez,
1955 and others). De Castro (1926) was the first to suggest
that the carotid body might function as a receptor for impulses
produced by changes in the chemical content of the blood. Bouci-
aert, Dautrebande ana Heymans (1931) obtained evibence that the
chemical receptors involved in the carotid sinus reflex are lo-
cated in the carotid body. Thus, when the carotid sinus nerve
was cut at the level of the bifurcation of the common carotid
c
Iartery, no response occurred to an increased intrasinusal pres-
sure, but a response occurred to an injection of iobeline. On
the otner hand when the carotid sinus nerve was cut C.5 to i
centimeter above the bifurcation, no response occurred to either
chemical stimuli or hydraulic stimuli. Although tnis experiment
was inconclusive, si^jace the medullary centers were not prevent-
ed from receiving the blood with altered chemical content, the
opinion advanced by fleymans and co-workers has been supported by
the experiments of other investigators (Schmidt, 1932; Samaan
and Stella, 1935; Comroe and Schmidt, 1938; Bernthal, 1938).
Coraroe and Schmidt (1938) upon completely isolating the caro-
tid body receptors and the carotid sinus receptors in the dog
found that lobeline produced hyperpnea when injected into the
carotid body but had no effect upon the carotid sinus. Thus th4
reflexes initiated in the region of the carotid sinus by the in-
jection of pharmacological agents (lobeline, nicotine, cyanide
and so forth) and by changes in carbon dioxide and oxygen con-
tent of the blood originate in tne carotid body and not the carcji-
tid sinus. The same investigators also found that changes in
the perfusion pressure elicit no reflexes in the carotid body,
implying that the pressoreceptors are limited to the carotid
sinus. However, this latter point needs confirmation since de
Castro (1928) obtained evidence that pressoreceptors in the
carotid body are activated by an increased perfusion pressure
when the carotid sinus is aenervated. Both de Castro and Noni-
dez (1935a) have stained endings of the pressoreceptor type in
41
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Ithe blood vessels within the carotid body.
Comroe and Schmidt (1958) have also investigated the direct
effect of carbon dioxiae tension and oxygen tension on the res-
piratory center in the medulla. Furthermore, they compared the
direct effect of carbon dioxiae excess and oxygen lack with the
reflex effect in the same dog. This was accomplished by allow-
ing an anaesthetized dog to breathe a mixture of 10 per cent
carbon dioxide in oxygen and then pure nitrogen. The respira-
tory rate was recorded by means of a pneumograph and the volume
of expired air was measured. During this part of the experi-
ment the carotid bodies were isolated from the vascular system
by perfusion with Locke’s solution at a pressure above the sys-
temic pressure of the blood. While the central effects were
occurring, hypercapnic and then anoxic blood was withdrawn from
the femoral artery and later used to perfuse the isolated caro-
tid body of the same dog. Thus records of respiratory move-
ments, respiratory minute-volume and blood pressure could be
compared with respect to the effects of anoxic and hypercapnic
blood within the physiological limits, upon the peripheral re-
ceptors and the medullary centers of the same experimental ani-
mal. It was found that the chemoreceptors respond to both oxy-
gen lack and carbon dioxide excess but that the hyperpnea of in
creased carbon dioxiae tension is much more central than reflex
and the hyperpnea of decreased oxygen tension is mainly or en-
tirely reflex.
Smyth (1937) investigated the central role of carbon dioxide
ij.c..c Silj
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in regulating respiration, oy means of chronic experiment per-
formed on the rabbit. He defined a chronic experiment as f, one
in which the respiratory reflexes are studied only after the
animal has completely recovered from the shock of the operation
for denervating the vaso-sensory areas”. He found that a rabbi
with carotid sinus nerves and aortic depressor nerves cut re-
sponded to carbon dioxide excess in the same way that a normal
animal responded. This is further evidence that carbon dioxide
acts centrally ana that peripheral receptors are of secondary
importance in respiratory changes brought about by increased
carbon dioxide tension in the blood.
Heymans (1955) believed that refiex vasomotor reactions to
variations in the chemical content of the blood were elicited
in the carotid oody. However, Comroe and Schmidt (1958) found
that the vasomotor responses to alterations in the chemical
content of the blood were variable and probably secondary to th$
respiratory responses. Bernthal (1958) perfused the isolated
carotid body of a dog with blood containing different chemicals
and varying carbon dioxide and oxygen tensions. Volume changes
in the axilLary artery were recorded by means of the thermo-
electric method. It was found that anoxemia produced abrupt
and intense vasoconstriction ana that hypercapnia sometimes
produced vasodilation. Thus there is evidence for reflex re-
gulation of blood pressure as well as of respiration by the
chemical state of tne blood perfusing the carotid body.
Bogue and Stella (19o5) recorded action potentials from the
Il
.
carotid body of the cat after removal of the pressure receptors
by stripping the common carotid artery at its bifurcation.
These potentials were not caused by changing the endosinusal
pressure. They were different in nature from those previously
obtained from the stretch receptors in the carotid sinus. The
action potentials occurred during anoxemia and during injection
of nicotine and cyanide. Samaan and Stella (1935) found that
similar potentials occurred under normal conditions of respira-
tion. They believed that the chemical receptors in the carotid
body responded to either the carbon dioxide tension or the hy-
drogen ion concentration of the blood. As a result of their
work they stated that some of the receptor endings had a low
threshold and were continually discharging, thus contributing
to the tonic activity of the respiratory center. The response
occurring to oxygen lack was independent of the carbon dioxide
content. However, the type of discharge in anoxemia and hyper-
capnia was the same and thus it was not known whether there
were two distinct sets of chemical receptors, one for carbon di-
oxide and one for oxygen, or whether there was a single set.
The most recent work on the carotid body refutes the role of
the hydrogen ion concentration of the blood as a stimulus for
the chemical receptors. Thus Gomroe and Schmidt (1938) found
that changes in the hydrogen ion concentration of the blood du-
ring perfusion of the isolated carotid body did not alter the
respiratory minute-volume. They favor the opinion advanced by
Winder (1937) that the adequate stimulus is some disturbance in
II
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Ithe oxidative mechanism. Winder compared the reflex responses
to carbon dioxide excess and oxygen lack in the carotid sinus
region before and after local poisoning with monoiodoacetic
acid which suppresses anaerobic glycolysis in muscle. During
the poisoning there was a progressive increase in ventilation.
After the poison had been effective, anoxic blood would not pro-
duce reflex hyperpnea but hypercapnic blood would do so. Hence
it was concluded that anoxic stimulation of chemoreeeptors was
initiated by the intermediary or final products of glycolysis
and that hypercapnic stimulation occurred by a different mecha-
nism. Tnis experimental work supports the theory of Gesell
(1925) that the chemical control of respiration and circulation
is effected by an alteration of the intracellular of the
nerve cells. This theory was originally applied to the neurone:
in the medullary centers. It has now been extended by Winder
to the peripheral receptors in the carotid body.
It might be expected that the chemoreceptor reflexes would
be developed in the fetus in view of the evidence against the
existence of early proprioceptive reflexes from the carotid si-
nus and the obvious need for an adequate oxygen supply. Snyder
and Rosenfeld (1957) observed the intrauterine respiratory move-
ments of the fetus (rabbit, cat and guinea pig). They inhibited
labor in the pregnant animal by an intravenous injection of pre<°
nancy urine extract which did not interfere with fetal respira-
tion. The following results were obtained. First, a lack of
oxygen in the mother depressed or abolished the respiratory
,.
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movements in the fetus. Second, an excess of carbon dioxide in
the mother had little or no effect on the respiratory movements
in the fetus. Third, a lack of carbon dioxide in the mother
resulted in a depression of respiration or apnea in the fetus.
The effects on the respiration of the mother were the usual one?
obtained during a similar alteration of the chemical content of
the blood. Wright (19-36) reported that in the denervated adult
mammal there was a respiratory depression following anoxemia.
Thus the fetus responded to anoxemia in a way which is much like!
an adult whose carotid body has been denervated.
Among the Mammalia, a carotid body has been demonstrated in
.
numerous species (man, monkey, dog, cat, rabbit, mouse, pig,
sheep and cow). Ask-Upmark (1935) demonstrated that it is pre-
i
sent in some of the less common mammals such as certain species
of Marsupialia and Insectivora. Among the Aves, a carotid bo-
dy has been demonstrated although observations seem to have been
l
limited to a few species. Uonidez (1935a) found a carotid body
with characteristic nerve endings in the chick. Ara (1934)
stimulated the carotid body in the hen and found that carotid
sinus reflexes resulted. In the Reptilia, not much is known of
the existence of the carotid body. Ask-Upmark (.1935) has re-
ported a small yellowish gland in the bifurcation of the common
i
carotid artery in a species of the Ophidiae. In the Amphibia,
it is problematical that a structure homologous with the carotic
body of mammals exists. Smith (1924) summarized the evidence
for and against considering the epitheliod bodies in amphibians
..
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as homologous with the carotid body in mammals, but this was
long before the function of the carotid body was known. In the
Pisces, it is also problematical that a structure homologous
with the carotid body of mammals exists, unless the structure
described by Christie (1936) is a true homoiogue. However,
Lutz and Wyman (1932) found that respiratory reflexes accompa-
nied the cardio-inhibitory reflex induced by alterations in the
pressure of the fluid which was used to perfuse the gill arches
of the dogfish. No experiments using anoxic and hypercapnic
olood as a perfusion fluid have as yet been performed in the
elasmobranch.
The role of oxygen tension in eliciting reflexes of the ca-
rotid body can be understood best when the carotid sinus mecha-
nism is examined from an evolutionary point of view. It is
generally conceded that the respiratory center in mammals is
autonomus. Lutz (1930) has shown that this is also true in the
elasmobranchs . The peripheral receptors in mammals function
chiefly under emergencies such as oxygen lack, abnormal changes
in the chemical content of the blood and variation of blood
pressure. In the elasmobranch, the need for these protective
reflexes is greater because of the more direct exposure of the
animal to the external environment and because of a less per-
fectly adjusted homeostasis. Perhaps this need accounts for
the low threshold and wide-spread distribution of the receptive
area for respiratory and cardiac reflexes in the elasmobranch.
Evidently the chemoreceptors of the carotid body are the survi-
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vals of a more wide-spread condition in the embryo or primitive
dogfish-like ancestor in the same way that the pressoreceptors
are survivals.
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B. The Aortic Body (Glomus Aorticum)
Other masses of tissue having a similar appearance to that
of the carotid body have been found near the aorta and heart.
Busacchi (1912) described in man such a structure which he
named the paraganglion cardioaortico superiore. Muratori (1934'
also found the same structure in man and emphasized its similar-
ity to the carotid body. Nonidez (1935) discovered an homo-
logous organ in the cat, rabbit and guinea pig; he named it the
aortic body because of its similarity to the carotid body. The
aortic body is paired. The left aortic body is situated among
the branches of the left aortic depressor nerve near its dist-
ribution to the aorta. The right one is situated among the
branches of the right aortic depressor nerve near its distribu-
tion to the right subclavian artery. The left aortic body re-
ceives its blood supply from a small branch of the aorta. The
right one receives its supply from a minute branch of the right j
subclavian artery.
As in the case of the carotid glomus, the amount of chromaf-
fin tissue present varies with the species; and its occurrence
is of secondary importance. The epitheliod type of cell con-
stituting the aortic body is of more significance than the
chromaffin cells. Nonidez (1937) found that many of the nerve
=~— - -
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fibers in the aortic body terminated in minute rings ana club
shaped endings similar to those of the carotid body. He believ-
ed that these nerve endings were chemoreceptors . In addition
he described nerve endings of the pressoreceptor type in the
walls of the arterioles within the aortic body. (Figure 7,
page 38).
The position and structure of the aortic body suggests that
it is developed from the fourth branchial arch. And recent
I
physiological experiments demonstrate that it is concerned in
the aortic depressor reflexes. Thus, Coraroe (1938) localized
the aortic arch chemoreceptors in the aortic body. He found
that vasomotor and respiratory reflexes occurred when lobeline
and sodium cyanide were injected into the aorta near the point
of origin of the small artery which supplied the aortic body.
Furthermore, stimulation of the branch of the vagus nerve inner-
vating the aortic body produced hypertension and hyperpnea. Bat
the vasomotor responses were more marked than the respiratory
responses. Hence, Comroe believed that the aortic body was con-
cerned primarily with blood pressure and that the carotid body
was concerned chiefly with respiration.
The aortic body has been found in certain species of Mammalia
(man, cat, rabbit and guinea pig). In the Aves there is some
evidence for the existence of an aortic body. Palme (1934) des-
I
cribed a structure in the finch, which he called the paragangli-
i
on supracardiale superius. Nonidez (1935a) believed that the
.
paraganglion found by Palme, was homologous with the aortic bo-
tiMM* bak .rio« I. Wanaid '
dy of mammals. Nonidez discovered encapsulated corpuscles in
the wall of the aorta in the chick. These corpuscles contained
cells and nerve endings of the type found in the mammalian
aortic body.
i
C. The Pulmonary Body (Glomus Pulmonare)
In addition to describing the aortic body in man, Busacchi
(1912) mentioned a similar structure in the space between the
aorta and pulmonary arteries just above the semilunar valves.
Muratori (I9b4) also found this structure in man and called it
the paraganglion carioaortico inferiore. Nonidez (1956) found
an homologous structure in the cat and he named it the para-
i
t
ganglion aorticum. It received its blood supply from a small
branch of the pulmonary artery. It was innervated by nerve
fibers branching from the right cardiac nerve and right vagus,
near the point of origin of the recurrent laryngeal.
The position and structure of the pulmonary body suggests
j
that it is developed from the sixth branchial arch. However,
no physiological function has yet been attributed to it. J. F.
Heymans and C. Heymans (1925) perfused the isolated lungs of a
dog B, with blooa from another dog C. 'when they produced an
asphyxiation in dog C and consequently an oxygen lack in the
blood vessels in the lungs of dog 3, no modifications of the
respiration of dog B occurred. Thus, the investigators concfud
ed that the pulmonary vessels did not contain receptors which
were capable of stimulation by the chemical composition of the
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blood
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The pulmonary body has been found in a few species of Mam-
malia (man, and cat). In the Aves, there is evidence for the
existence of a pulmonary body. Thus, Palme (1934) found a
structure in the finch which he named the paraganglion supra-
cardiaie inferius. Nonidez (1936) believed that this structure,
which was found by Palme, was homologous with the pulmonary bo-
dy of mammals.
The recent findings concerning the function of the carotid
and the aortic bodies lead to speculation concerning the pos-
sible function of the coccygeal gland, which was described in
man by Luschka. Its anatomical structure resembles that of the
carotid body. Application of the silver nitrate stain method
and the perfusion experiments to the coccygeal gland might con-
tribute to the knowledge of its function.
II
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SUMMARY
The evidence that the carotid sinus and its homologues are
part of an evolutionary mechanism in summarized below.
1. Comparative anatomical investigations have demonstrated
the following points.
(a) The carotid sinus and its homologues are found
in many of tne higher vertebrates.
(b) They are innervated by gill arch nerves.
(c) The nerve terminations are characteristic through-
out the vertebrate series.
2. Comparative embryological investigations have demon-
strated that the carotid sinus and its homologues are developed
from the branchial arch vessels of the embryo.
3. Comparative physiological investigations have demon-
strated that the carotid sinus and its homologues contain pres-
soreceptors and chemoreceptors
.
(a) The pressoreceptors are important in regulating
the heart and respiration in aquatic vertebrates. They also
take part in regulating the heart, blood pressure and, to a
less extent, respiration in the air-breathing vertebrates.
(b) The chemoreceptors are important in protecting
the aquatic vertebrates from anoxemia by regulating the heart
Ji
and respiration. They also take part in regulating the heart,
blood pressure and respiration in the air-breathing vertebrates.
I
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